Resolution

URGING NRB MEMBERS TO SUPPORT AND PRAY FOR COMUNICADORESUSA

WHEREAS NRB recognizes that Hispanics are not only the largest minority group in the United States, but their evangelical churches are a growing force in our nation, both in numbers and influence;

WHEREAS ComunicadoresUSA, an NRB-inspired support group for Hispanic broadcasters, was established four years ago after a meeting of veteran broadcasters and representatives of major ministries including Focus on the Family, the Christian Broadcasting Network (CBN) and In Touch Ministries;

WHEREAS ComunicadoresUSA seeks to “connect, equip and train Christian communicators to be more effective in their profession, ministry and calling;”

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED National Religious Broadcasters urges its members to support ComunicadoresUSA, and to pray for this association, and assist them in this endeavor as they work to positively impact the influence of Hispanics in the social, political and spiritual life of the nation with the life-saving Gospel of Jesus Christ.
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